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VINTAGE PAIR OF ITALIAN MIDCENTURY GILT METAL SIDE TABLES WITH
GLASS TOPS

$5,995
A pair of Italian Midcentury gilt metal side tables with rectangular glass tops and linear silhouettes. Transform your living space

with the luxurious addition of these Italian Midcentury gilt metal side tables, a true testament to the lavish yet tasteful style of
mid-century Italian design. Fashioned from gilt metal, these tables embody a sleek elegance and subtle luxury that make them

an instant conversation starter in any setting. Each table showcases a refined linear silhouette that beautifully complements the
rectangular glass top. The combination of gilt metal and clear glass creates an irresistible interplay of materials that is both

modern and timeless, embodying the distinctive style of Midcentine Italian furniture design. The rectangular glass top provides
convenient display space while maintaining a clean and minimalist aesthetic, enhancing the feel of open space within your

room. Ideal for showcasing your favorite decorative items, these tables marry functionality with high design. Each pair of tables
is a rare find, and we currently have two pairs available. They are sold and priced per pair, offering the flexibility to

accommodate different space requirements and styling needs. Whether you're looking to infuse a touch of Midcentury Italian
luxury into your living room, or to anchor your contemporary space with a striking vintage centerpiece, these gilt metal side

tables are the perfect choice. Each table will not only meet your practical needs but also adds a luxurious touch to your decor,
echoing the elegance and sophistication of mid-20th-century Italian design.

Height: 19.75 in (50.17 cm)

Width: 19 in (48.26 cm)

Depth: 14 in (35.56 cm)

SKU: A 4581 & A 4582
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